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CND INTRODUCES ADDITIVES LIMITED-EDITION  
SPRINGTIME SPARKLE COLLECTION  

 
Step into spring with five sparkling NEW nail glitters  

 
Spring 2013 – CND expands its Additives collection with five NEW limited-
edition ultrafine nail glitters, now available worldwide.  The CND Additives 
Springtime Sparkle Collection includes a FREE CND Logo Measuring Spatula 
and these delectable glitters:  Lemon Sunshine, for super sunny yellow 
shimmer; Sea Glass, a gorgeous green with blue undertones; Hot Pink, the 
sassiest pink CND could create; Raspberry Sizzle, a delicious shade that will 
compliment any skin tone; and Periwinkle Twinkle, a pretty purple with blue 
highlights.  
 
“It’s easy to add subtle shimmer and shine to any manicure with the use of CND 
Additives,” says CND Co-founder, Jan Arnold.  “These ultrafine glitters create 
sophisticated, multidimensional sparkle, and can be used by Nail Professionals 
to create completely custom nail designs.”  
 
CND Additives: Add. Blend. Create! 
Nail Professionals can now add even more value and creativity to services by 
offering unique, completely customized signature colors, textures and finishes. 
Blend Additives glitter into any CND sculpting powder or gel, or layer over 
CND Shellac™ for the ultimate artistic freedom. CND Additives are a 
professional-only product and perfect for Nail Professionals with any level of 
experience. 
 
For more information and worldwide availability contact a local distributor or visit 
cnd.com. 
 
 
A bout CND 
Founded in 1979 and based in Vista, CA, CND (Creative Nail Design, Inc.) is the 
global leader in professional nail, hand and foot beauty. Deeply committed to advancing the nail care 
industry, CND devotes significant time and resources to product research and development, 
education, and customer support. CND is an industry-leading advocate for the role of nail care in 
personal beauty and fashion. 
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